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WILEY, DARK TOBACCO NOM UNCUT

S! IT'S TRUE!
3ETS OUT ALL

Bell Tolls The Turn Of
'me";Progress Marches On

rHE DIRT!

By OTIS LOVINS
dawning of a new year
its light to brighten the
leading to a broader field
ucation The treading of the
of consolidation draws nigh.
we place our ears to the
d we hear exceptionally few
urs coming from the camp
of the once opposition.
wariors of yester year, as a
whele. have cast aside their armor
nd are now flying the flag of
truce It seems that they or we)
have lived to learn that the small
high school is an outmoded educetbanal fortress. It can no longer
out recruits in life who are
to compete with the grad.
of consolidated schools.
long — the parade goes by.
rural high school around

only 49t
only 79t
only 45e
only 99e
. . . only 99t
Fish &

Carry Only)

;LEANERS
PhonePLa XII 3-2552

Both Fire Cured And "One
Sucker" Quotas Are The Same

which the people welded the c6mWASHINGTON (UPI — Sec- Kansas, Georgia. Arkansas, Aalmunity spirit passes on. but sentiretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft bama. Illinois, South Carolina,
mentally, not into oblivion.
Benson late Monday set the na- Pennsylvania and Texas.
In our community. as well as, The deacilinf is approaching for
tional acreage allotment for the
Also announced were producMAKES LIKE A SUBMARINE—It's the U.S. Navy's new submarine
others there are some who have! the Ledger and Times Mystery
simulator, designed by the
1959 burley tobacco crop at 309,- tion quotas for other types of toClevite ordnance plant in Clevelarirt to duplicate noise
weathered the storms of life so Merchant Contest with the winner
and evasive action of an actual sub, for
919 acres. This compared with a bacco grown in "Kentucky. paru.se in anU-submarine warfare training It haa sound
as to reach a ripe old age of more to get 9300 in cash.
simulators, radio transmitter, amplifier
national allotment of 309.625 ac- ticularly in the western half of
and other devices with which Its chasers may or may not
be fooled.
than four score and ten. Probably
It is simple to enter and someCentral Press)
res in 1958.
the state
God has given them memories SO one will walk away with the big
Benson also proclaimed a naThe 1959 quota for fire-cured
they can have roses in December. cash prize.
tional marketing quota for the tobacco, types 22 and 23, is 32,So it is with a sage of ours, Mr.
All you do is to identify the
1959 burley crop and set Feb. 24 751 acres and 46,250,000 pounds.
Joe W. Montgernery. As he stands twelve mystery merchants whose
as the date for a growers referQuotas for the dark air-cured
knee deep in the autumn leaves of "scrambled" 'pictures ha v e run
endum on quotas for the next leaf grown in Kensuck are 15,life he tells of many interesting once a week for the past twelve
Monday's complete record fol- three crops. Two-thirds of 'hose 845 acres and 22.676.000 pounds.
events which happened in the weeks, then write a short essay
voting must approve marketing
lowc
days of long ago.
of 25 words or less on "I like to
WASHINGTON
(UPI)—A memquotas if they are to be in efIn a clarion voice and a mind as shop in Murray because."
Members of the Murray Train- ber of
President
Census
fect for the 1959-1960 and 1961
41
Eisenhower's
clear as the century bell which
The deadline is tomorrow night ing FFA will give a program on cabinet
says most bakelts use
Adult Seds
65
crops. he depicts, Mr. Montgomery tells at midnight. Enter today ancitesou Parliamentary Procedure Technifresh,
Wholesome eggs in their
Emergency 13eds
24
Benson said that for most
the following story.
may be the winner. Entries are ques to the Pi Omega Pi Business batter.
Patients Admitted
6
farms 1959 acreage allotments
-The bell which now hangs in coming in fast, but there will be Fraternity of 'Murray State ColArthur S. Fleming, secretary of
Patients Dismissed
2
will be the same as last year.
the Concord school bellrey was only one winner and it could be lege, January 22.
health, education and welfare, told
New Citizens
0
The
1959
allotment
brought here before the Civil War. you.
includes
The team will consist of the a news conference he didn't
mean
It was removed from a steam boat
officers: J.mrny Thompson, Char- to blacken the good name of the Patients admitted from Friday small acreages to be held in reserve
for
which sank in the Tennessee River
establishing allotments
les Byers, Walter Steely. Charles baking industry recently in his 10:30 a• m. to Monday 10:30 a. in.
for farms that have not grown
near a port called Angelo. (Angelo
Tutt. and Wayne Ezell along with announcement of a crackdown on
Hymon).
Fort
was later named
Hermes Shackelford. New Confive other members: Preston Bar- the "incubator-reject racket."
cord; Mrs. Robert Marquess, 424
Esquire Elkins secured the bell
rett, Hemp Brooks, Charles EldFlemming
R.
Ellis,
Frank
had
said
the
administrative
Food
&
Congressman Frank A. Stub'
West Poplar, Harrisburg. Ill.; Mrs.
and brought it here.
assistant of Congressman Frank A. ridge. Andy Rogers and Glenn Drug Administration would move Gentry
The annual Murray JayCee
blefield in a statement given
C. Townley, RS 3,..BucIt was first used in a community
Rogers.
in on bakers who use rotten eggs hanan, Tenn.;
Stubblefield is in Murray visiting
noses Night banquet will be
building which stood not far front
Lular Sims. Gen. to the Ledger and Times by
boys
will
importThe
stress
the
his mother, Mrs. Leslie Ellis, who
in their products.
h
administrative
assistant held this Thursday night at the
Del.; J. W Redden. Rt. 4; Mrs.
the location of the present high
has been seriously ill at the Mur- lance of Parliamentary Procedure
That brought the baking indus- Dan Black and baby
Fraok Ellis said that "buriet Kenlake Hotel. The outstanding
school auditorium. It was supgirl, Harbusiness.
They
in
the
will
field
of
ray.Hospital.
try bouncing to its feet in protest. din; Mrs- John
young man of the year for MurLeo. Rt, 2, Gol- tobacco growers and the tobacported by two hewn timbers exI Mrs. Ellis makes her home with also demonstrate the right way to Flemming Monday had this to
den- Pond; Miss Mary Oakley, co industry in the U. S., as well ray and Calloway County will
Calloway County eighth tending (corn the ground through
handling
business
handle
by
items
a daughter, Mrs. Stark Erwin.
say:
be named at this banquet.
Rt' 4, Benton; Miss Nancy H. as our customers abroad are
American History cortest I the top of the building. From its
submitted by the Pi Omega Pi
"We are glad to say that those Fag, 1188
relieved that no cuts were re
Elm; Mrs. Jim Wilson
was won by Walter Blackburn, , towering position the bell served
members.
Anyone wishing to nominate
bakers who do buy these eggs Stubblefield, Rt- 1.
Almo; Mrs. quirsd. The fact that burley
Jr.. a representative from Murray 1 as a two fold purpose It called
College graduates who go to
After the meeting the FFA constitute a small
a person for this award may do
minority of Bobby Starks and baby girl, 1610
production has been below con•
High School Out of a possible the pepole to church on Sunday I work for medium and large-size members will enjoy refreshments
so. The "young man of the year"
the industry_ We know that most Broad; John Thomas Dunlap,
mere of OS. Walter rated first i mornings and marked the begin- banks earn an average of 8381 a -served by the Pi Omega Pi memBox flUMpflon for the past four does not
have to be a JayCee.
baking Lrrris are quite particular 222. MSC; M. N.
years, and fire cured and dark
, ning of school classes during the month to start.
Ryan.
With 57 points.
Olive;
bers
Nominatione
will be accpeted
about the quality of their eggs Mrs. Joe Richardson
'air cured (ono sucker) for
The bell tolled in 1677
and baby
Bowing to Walter by a defeat week
until tilmorraw night since 'he
and other materials."
boy, 205 W 8th.; Billy Wells. the pain two years. speaks well
of 01110 point, were Sandra Outland during my fathers funeral It was
selection will be made on Thurs"And while this incubator-reject
1, 2; Warner B. Bland. Golden for tke effectiveness of the
urray Training Schcgii Ap41,liPita &tiled as my wde was carried
dayraaket is .gooservallvet,
Mrs. Jane§ Adams Mid letballaws emeriti's"
Yarbrough of New Concerti to her grave"
to be a million -dotter business, baby boy, Rt. 3,
Montgomery,
Furthermore. Mr
Hazel; Teddy ..“011,
All nominations should be sent
School. These two young
1 1MW111111111111rn211111118111•11181
it is quite small, of course corn- Nolan, Model. Tenn ,
to Dr. Bill Pogue, P. 0. Box
Keith Tratied for second place honors as well as Mrs. Dean Stubblefield;
pared
to
the
total
volume
eggs
of
vis, Rt. 6 Benton; Mark Edward burley during the last five years, 147. Murray, Kentucky.
a score of 56 Not far behind (Viho is also 97 years of age' my
used by the legitimate industry." Jackson, Benton;
Mrs. David Bur- for correcting errors, and for adwas Hazes Billy Parker, scoring mother and dad and a few other
The guest speaker for the
justing inequities.
keen. Rt 5
pupils of by gone years connect
Skapints.
banquet will be Russ Chittenden.
Patients dismissed from Friday
If marketing quotas are aporir participants, who either the ringing of the bell with an
10:30 a- rn- to Monday 10:30 a. m• proved, burley tobacco prices will executive secretary of the Paequated or scored above the na- old school master by the name of
Mrs. L. D. Cook. Rt. 1, Lynn be supported at 90 per cent of ducah Chamber of Commerce.
tJaa.i. average for their grades Spill Waters It seems that this
An honored guest will be Dr.
Grove; Alonzo Ingram .304 Spruce parity.
; Charles Fennell of Almo. old professor had an art of ringing
Joe Leone, president of the KenConnie Schultz. Rt 1, FarmingBeason said the 1959 national
McDaniel of Lynn Grove and the bell in a manner that even
ton; Master Richard Story. 1708 allotment was designed to grow tucky Junior Chamber of Comour principal, Mr Curd, cannot
Tress of Kirksey.
Farmer; Charles Lents. Olive; a crop of 492 million pounds. merce, Louisville.
s contest which was sport. excell
Lilburn Huie, Rt. 1; Mrs. Rob this compared with a quota of
Our principle subject who is a
by the "Daughters of the
Roy Hicks. Hazel; Herman Hol- 483 million pounds in 1958.
!wan Revolution," was held patriarch of our community will
After a trip abroad, William H.
Burley is grown -principally in Steward, President Lincoln's SecCalloway County Court be 97 in March, We asked him
Mr A J. "Sime" Burkeen, age land. Rt. 4; Mrs. Louie York,
Rt
2.
Benton;
Master
Hugh
Yates, Kentucky.
(Continued on Page Five)
Tennessee,
. Saturday morning under '
Virginia retary of State. reportedly de87, died Monday at 11:30 pm. at
chrection of Leon Grogan and
the home of his son, Barnes Bur- Rt I. Hardin; Miss Pamela June North Carolina, Ohio. Indiana, scribed Skaneateles Lake as "the
Perry.
Rt.
2.
Model,
Tenn.; Mrs. Missouri. and
Virginia. most beautiful body of water in
West
Roy Devine.
keen of Almo He was preceded
two previous con tests of
in death by his wife in 1951. At Ebe Lyons, 212 Irvan; Mrs. Jes- Lesser amounts are grown in the world."
sie
Elkids.
Almo; Mrs. Willie
.- rity, top honors went to
J
the time of her death, the couple
Ne
,Thncord's participants. Edwin
had been married for more than Lofton, IV 3, Cadiz; Mrs. Jack
Frost
(Expired) Ht. 2; Terrell
ags carried away the medal
Jr50 years.
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (UPI)
cati. .; 1967 and Randy Patterson i
Survivors include two sons, Hamiltea, Mayfield; Miss Nancy
plans to fire its secarmy
—The
H.
Fair, 1108 Elm; Miss Mary
eger.ed the honors of 1958
Barnes Burkeen and Roy Burkeen
moon rocket Feb. 28 in anThe judges (seated) listen as witnesses testify. From left:
"We would like to thank the ond
,)f Dexter Route one, three daugh- Oakley. Rt. 4. Benton; Mrs. Paul
a 13-pound
send
attempt
to
other
benches.
nlverso
Marto,
Sort
I
Chinas.
berto
Paul
H
IfE A R and Mrs Devine for
ters, Mrs Hudson Moms, Hardin, Lassiter and baby boy, Rt. -3.
skimming past the moon
Ahart and
efforts in making such con. payload
Mrs. Cleve Parish and Mrs. Mollie Benton; Mrs. Mm
Russia's Lunik, it was learned
like
possible. We feel that compsJones both of Dexter Route one, baby boy. Dexter; J. W. Redden.
!today.
ons like these serve as an in15 grandchildren. 14 great-grand- Rt. 4; Mrs. Lonnie Downing.
But officials are cqncerned over
live to create a greeter interest
children and one great-great-grand Hardin; Mrs. Shirley Nell Jackwill
public
that
possibility
the
the
son and baby boy, Hardin; ArAmerican History in schools,"
child.
overlook the scientific impdettince
;hur Farmer. 301 So. 12th ; Edschool official said.
I Mr. Burkeen served for a numband notice only
probe
space
the
'of
"We would also like to give a
er of years as Magistrate from his ward Russell. P. 0. Box 64.
United Press International
count showed 128 deaths blamed
that its payload is just a fraction
nd of applause to Mr. Leon
district. He was a merrftrjraiothe Hazel, Jesse C. Johnson, 605
A storm belt girdling the na- on weather-connected traffic
of the 3.245-pound
size
the
of
acciVine; Mrs. Glavious Rogers and
ogan, who has always assisted
!Methodist Church.
tion's midsection glazed highway dents, exposure, exhaustion.
Lunik
torbaby
girl.
West
St.
Depot
Marthese contests as well as in
services
Funeral
will be held
with freezing rain, snow anti nadoes and floods since the
After the Air Force failed in
out! at the Palestine Methodist Church ion; Mrs. 011ie Brown, 305 So.
er worthy educational causes,"
sleet from the southern plains to break of winter's worst storms •
three tries last year to orbit the
concluded.
Wednesday afternoon at 2:00. Bur- 12th.; John Thomas Dunlap, Bi•x the mid-Atlantic.
week ago.
mon. the Army tried last month
ial will be in the Jeffrey Ceme- 222.
However, the precipitation propast
payload
13-pound
a
to blast
There were 19 deaths in both
tery.
duced no further flood threats to
the lunar sphere and on toward
, The Linn Funeral Home is in
Ohio • and Pennsylvania where Ohio and Wisconsin. 14 in Michithe sun. But bad aim and incharge of the arangements. Friends
swollen rivers continued to drop. gan, 13 in Ilinois, 10 in both Insufficient speed spoiled the shot,
may call at the Barnes Burkeen
Flood refugees were returning to diana and New York, 8 in Pennand the little Pioneer III probe
residence at Almo until the servTheir water-damaged homes and sylvania, 5 each in Kentucky,
stopped climbing at 66.000 miles.
ice hour.
states of emergency were lifted Kansas and Oklahoma, 4 in losea,
Then came Lunik on Jan. 2
Two juveniles have been taken
'3 in Missouri, 2 each in MassaLiving Within the Family In- in most stricken communities.
.111- dwarfing Pioneer 111 'and shooting .
the Lyndon. Kentucky 0
The teacherous ice storm broke chusetts. Minnesota, New Mexico,
en's home according to the far past the Pioneer I altitude
come has been the unit of study
out Monday night in a band Rhode Island. Texas and Washmark of 71.000 miles and becoming
erifTs office.
of the Home and Family Living
stretching from Kansas and Okla- ington and 1 in North Dakota.
class at Murray Training SchooL
One of the boys admitted to • a sun satellite.
'The class has had the privilege homa across northern Arkansas
mber of breakins in the city
Ohio River Crests .
of listening to several speakers on and Missouri and into the Ohio
d the other, already on probeArguio Tetrads. L somes forward to testify that be saw
Valley
and
the
Atlantic
mid
A
Pennsylvania mine inspector
n from the home, was picked
Cub Pack 45 will hold a meet- different phases related td the states
Maj. Jesus Soea Mao° (sitting at left) kill his father.
said it would be several days
on a theft ch•rge.
ing on- January 20 at 7:00 in unit
to
an
snow
inch
Up
and
of
:before
large scale pumping operaBoth of the boys are about steBernard Harvey from the Murthe high school auditorium.
,sleet coated roads during the night tions could begin at Pittston, Pa..
n years of age.
This is the month of the Pine ray Hospital. spoke to the class
section
a
17-county
of
lin
southern
where 12 miners were trapped
Wood derby with races to be on types of hospitalization and in- Illinois and state police
reported underground by Susquehanna RivTwo buildings on the court
held with cars o built by Cub surance coverage. Gene Spaulding highways "very icy arid hazard- I
er floodwaters
square will be remodeled accordScouts. The cars are a father- 4'rorn the Business Men of America
sing to J D Sexton, owner at the
Insurance Company spoke on life :
I In Ohio. the Ohio River crested
son project.
buildings occupied by Hughes
Temperatures Drop
Monday at 57 feet, five feet above
Attendance is desired by as insurance and coverage. Banking
Paint Store and Ward & Elkins
Two to three inches of snow flood stage. A few families were
many parents as possible since was included in the unit, and Joe
appliance store.
the den is having the largest Pat Ward of the Bank of Murray blanketed the Oklahoma panhan- evacuated from low-lying areas,
WNW Press losespeneelesled
Mr. Sexton reported that he
registration of parents and friends give an account of banking meth- dle arid freezing rain glazed roads but the river caused. no serious
plans to put an all glass and
in the northwest, central and flooding.
will win the attendance prize. ods.
Southwest Kentucky Freez- aluminum front in the two buildWhen automobile insurance was south central portions of the state.
Forecasters warned the mixture
Three prizes will be given.
rain or drizzle mixed with ings. The brick columns will be
The boy with the fastest car discussed, Wayne Wilson from A car-truck crash blamed on the of freezing rain, snow and sleet
changing to snow, today and removed and replaced with steel
In each den will receive a tro- Wilson Insurance talked about Ice killed two persons late Mon- wil Icontinue today from Oklalight. causing hazardous driv- posts An all glass front will be
automobile insurance policies
day on Oklahoma's Turner Turn- homa and Arkansas into the Ohio
phy.
conditions: Itednesday most- installed.
The teacher of this class is Mrs. pike
Valley. with occasional rain or
Two of the fastest cars from
Other remodeling on the interior
cloudy :did continued cold.
A wave of cold air pushed Into showers expected in most of the
the pack will compete with cars Dortha Bailey and the members
h today 30, 'env tonight 20.
is being planned also by Ward &
The accosted mops Ids face. Sir-s. Thomas Rattan' OnstIde
are
Dave
Maupin,
J.
W.
Jones.
northern
the
third of the country Gulf states.
from the other packs in the
Elkins.
emperatures at 5 a m.
screams that ebe saw her husband killed by his order.
Grand Championship races, the Max Parker, Nancy Willoughby, under clearing skies. Temperatures
Snow flurries were seen for the
ington 22. Louisville 29. PaThe remodeling of these two
Glenn
McKinney,
Jerry
McNutt,
leading
along
the
edge of the Great Lakes area and occasional
date to be set later.
CASTRO JUSTICI—From the dramatic first big "Flatlets
ah 29. Bowling Green 34. Lex- business buildings is the latest in
James
Hutson,
Rogers,
Anna
Gail
skidded
10 to -20 rain was predicted along the Pacold air mass
Trophies for this big race are
crimes" trial in Havanae sports arena come these photos,
ton 29, London 42 and Hop- a series of modernizing and renow on display at the Belk Set- Humphrey. Gloria Steele, Walter degrees from north central Texas cific Coast from northern Califormade during the 11 14 hours of grisly testimony against
lie 33.
crUjec's
hich have
mo •
James
Jack
Covey,
Cherry, northeastward to the Ohio River nia to Washington. with rain extle Company. The cars will also Steely,
Maj. Jesus Rosa Blanco. He admitted scores and scores of
vansville, Ind.. 27.
been carried out in the businesa
Maddox, and southeastern Pennsylvania.
be on display in the window of Frankie Clark, Benita
tending inland through most of
killings, called them a militdry activity. He got death.
untington, W Vs!' 32
area.
James McKinney, Gwynn. Blalock.
A United Press International Idaho and western Montana.
the store after the race.
e

day thru Sat.

Deadline Near
On Ledger And
Times Contest

•

Training School
FFA Gives Program
To Business Group

ntest Won
II), Walter
ackburn

Most Bakers Use
Fresh Eggs Says
Health Secretary

Murray Hospital

Annual JayCee
Banquet,Award
Is Thursday

Frank Ellis Is Visitor

Sime' Burkeen
Dies Monday

1

116

Second Moon Shot
Ready For Firing

•
•

Storm Belt Hits
Nation Middle

(Pitt

---:- •
Class Hears Talks
From Business Men

venues Removed
o Children's
ome At Lyndon

Pinewood Derby To
Be Held Thursday
By Cub Pack 45

call our
ihe will appreciate
ties, etc.,

Two Buildings To
Get Modern Glass,
Aluminum Fronts

Weather
Iteport
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On the SLOPES

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. lee
Consolidation of the M array Ledger. The Calloway Times, ahd The
•- Times-Herald, October 20, 1921t, and the Wass Kentuckian. January
1, 1042

.ly SWAN BARDEN
WINTER sports enthusiYT a'ts will really tumble
for (no pun intended!) these
parkas and pull-overs especially created for activity on
skis, skates and toboggans.

•

JAMES C. WILLLkNIS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to rc:ect any Advertising. Letters to the yea•eor
or Public Voice Items which, in our opinion, are not for the oeist
interest cut our readers..
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 13611
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn, 250 Park Ave., New York, 307 h. Maciasran AT*, Chicago: IN Bolystoo St_ Boston.

From Sun Valley
The four styles shown were
all sern at Sun Valley, Idaho,
and couldn't be more authen-

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Mier

favorites
tie, as they are the
as
of many of the pros as well
experienced amateurs. So beginners migItt be wise.to follow their choice for both
comfort and chic on the
slopes.
The handsome twosome
prefers waterproof poplin
pull-overs worn over turtle
neck sweaters and with wool

al pants.
Another pull-over Is In a
scandinavian wool knit wilh
a head -hugging hood. Its
other side Is tan poplin.
Banded Hood
A third parka has a
change-about banded hold
that can be converted into a
buttoned boat neck.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week We, per
montli We In Calloway and adjoinang counters, per year, $3.550; elsewhere. $55&
-- •

TUESDAY — JANUARY 27. 1959

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New School Buildings
$130.000
Planning Commission with Professions!
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
•

Industrial. Expansion

Ur

Sidewalks. Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For M urray
City Auditorium

irraM
MT=M1111__
iff
s
BIBLE THOUGHT FOk IODA
Wherefore are ye counted ai bests. and
reputed vile in your sight?
Job 18:3.
There are some cc Ll
on a low pier,
and want nothing better, but nb one but ourselves can make us really vile. Name calling
changes nothing.

CONSOLIDATION

SINCE

e:

FOR SKIING. HERE ARE two smart and practical pull-overs. His is of cett•n rielln in
beige, with a deeper shade banding the V-neck. Hers Is rose -red bar.ied in char:oat_

mr.r.airaw

Our Billion Heirs
Seen Eating Well

CONTINUES

•

the L'hicago Sun-Lines has taken over the Ch.cago Daily News many will speculate on what lies ahead

Tribesman Finds
Smoke Eaters
Not Man Eaters

Choose It Yourself
Enlistment Plan

rr.--xrrs corro.•-

snrsh mike% a
.., a
c:

ti

!
t•

•NOT'vV-

,

".?
t: Co

.

r.

URANIUM IN SIDE POCKET

RUPTURED !

,

;1

NORTHAMPTON. Miss -(1:The 1.- S Army is n. .5 ot 1- r-'Ph- A b.:lard table is be mg CFLICAPP. - (UPI) - Agri.- ,.
for the independence Of the American press now that
ling :be finest .anisstment ehoieeleAssl by limita College girls •....
cultura, experts see no pr7
KAMPALA. Uganda -.1..1"1- in As history. „Under • this
.43n .n
increasing costs are foicing so Many consolidations..
need Samonstrwe the pr.nc:{:e:
of
feeeding the nation% isepulattan A w.drespre.ad be:.el among East , plan, you chaooe
the exac5 career! physics. A ph y 5_ei department
It is something new that two syndicates now control 1 one telli in persons that is re. Air:ear triaevnen
i hat tire brig- gr. up in which you would eke : snake-man tap:ahed that bilall tour ot the Chicago daily ne‘spapers. but It is not pectee tie:, average. efoernes from ades traff e .n human f:es h to receive
training.
::_ard balls behave the same way
necessarily aiarrning that the Dine,- News has been trans- e.7.1e deere:e' a sharp dmrease .n hrough: NusMateBita !lino ease
Calare the --Checne o Y.yurseef' aertis do .51 s:me hate:ices of
per capita farm acreage
here - accused A try.ng to sell Vocatena. erahir-ig System. the collis o- n.
ferred trom one
nauate to anotner. In tact it has been
W.'h . pre‘ent 13:r-1i-2nd-dee' 14 feend to" the f.re department. :.ee- pan
...Hers a young" man
c•j- ., - •••±:taeate VA vv.-1.. Ayears since I nicago had an independent daily. He was alleged to have called ihe °weenie:I to chei e set- _ -..-, 2050 a-.,
•
.
1at
the
fare stai.on ,ine n4h1 with 'ice in an Army cagier
MAMIE HONORARY
Jonn S. Knight, head cit the •urporation which sold
VOWS
,
.00. the 7• n_s Mend Albino Ongen. with that satisfies his ::tvn deareo aud
the isaiiy News to the keeld s interests, was in the news- • :.4
CHARIMAN
1...rese eit Pr_id - r says an 1fer t., M. °mem : i Fire aptitudes Tile man
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and in labor-management relations.
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persists ,
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lemons up-country tribesmen.
who attended the xr.pressice occasion and the celebration
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Cars -4 to. sick' Umber toe
that followed.
TAX RETURNS UP
Astronomers began
rudY-alti
direction of kiss Jenelle ErigAsh.
Marilyn Maxon, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Rob Mason,, meteors in earnest biter The I
sponscred by the American Red
was present at the swearing-in ceremony of Preiedent ! meal
WASHINGTON I UPI i - An
12. 1133. when the 1
CrossTruman 'end Vice-President Barkley, and attended other.skies Over ' North and South eet mated 59.817.000 income t _ x
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were interested visitors At most of the official functions
-c-s. H me Linerconoin
tPecial
rm.liens
th ai the world! -an increase of more than &Ka.%Axing
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which accompanied the inauguration,
geneses. and Home Nursing pro- abAr. to end
1 000 from 11156.
ceedures
Troy Donelson. 21, of the Elm Grove Community. was
They had a reps•.ered nurse
instantly killed last night when he was art. I: by a 1947
)5Cos Imogene Woods to come and
In Your Haws
Chryeler concertibie driven by William Cortia, Jotrnson,
BILUONS
il
• ia.k i" them about her experience
•dudent at Mimi-ie. State College. The acc...?nf occurred
14
of bee ening a rune They ended
For Procne. losesTatioa
on the Paris Highway, one wile south of Ha -el.
TOTAL PAYMENTS1
their 'unit by the class ordering
COMPENSAT‘ON
Prnfestior Roman Prydatkevytch. oT the .Fine Arts
AS PEE CENT OF EMPLOYE
Home Naming Pins Tho.-e in
De-partment,
pressent a violin recital February 3 En
'he eta' were. Ann Evans.' BarTOTAL COMPENSATION isti It:11.0001 ;Dr:
!he Recital Hah, Mlse Hannah Prydatke‘ytch will be
- barn
Ray. Jan Waideoti, V.
WAGES. esd.AR:ES 99'
the assisting pianist.
giroa Fielder. Jea- Curd. Shirl.y
Cruther Shirley Culpepper. Wan C. W. McClur•.- ha, sold his recently constructed hiime.
TOTAL COMPENSATION 201 BILLION
Os
Oen. Kathey Pirker.
on South 14th to I ;raymon McClure. who ha- taken posB :en. J y Mcireei. Phyili Mansession The C. W. McClures are a-copying ance..,.i• realpun and Karen Covey
tell N. lest
dence on South Fourth Street
Repot:ere
,
Ph. PL 3 1823
Ky.
Murray.
TOTAL
Phyllis seamen
• ...haw w
EMPLOYER
wwwww 1•••••••ir, Ges 0.•
Ann Evans
PAYMENTS
Bailrara Ray

ors-

THEN ITS T•••E WORLD FAMOUS "DOBBS TRUSS' EIVLBLESS - BELTLESS - STRAPLESS
It holes fiat the hands. It can be worn bathing. It don
not spread the rupture It holds with a concave pad. Reason 'resale teach yOu not to place a bulb or ball in opening
C rJht,r11, thus keeping the muscles spread apart. F. A.
Vest, Truss Tscnn.cian, Dobbs Truss Co., Birmingham,
Ala.. evil be at the National Hotel. Murray, Ky., Friday,
Jan 30. hours' five A.M. to 600 P.M. only. Free demonstration.
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Specials Today thru Sat.
SKIRTS (plain)
CAR COATS
SWEATERS
BLANKETS
BEDSPREADS

only 49c
only 79c
only 45c
only 99c
only 99c

(These Prites Crash & Carry onI)

BOONE CLEANERS
South Side Square

PhonePLana

3-2552

-"A law acra.risi slavery nal enarte4-ft Wride Island on May 141,'
1012

MAX H.
CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
"THE FRIENDLY
FUNERAL HOME"

1919
ELIZABETH TAYLOR w5ns beck the love ef her husband.
MIA
Nevem& in -Cat on a Hot Tin Reef.- MGM termination
the
Bellbird Priae-wuming Oaf by Tefirwesee-Wi:launs. Also in
the
all-star ease are Burt lees Jack Cirem and Judith Anderson.'
%Orr, at Ms. V4rsit:• Theatre
+re•
14
,

—
,-••403•1416131‘•

1
111110r..

3:

35

'14

'11

'44

4'

'50

'53

'Ss

'59

EMPtOYER PAYMENTS POP IMPSOTI SIKUIRTY-Payments
by employers tot aseunty of Off wyes have Roan trots uses
teas bad • bIlltual douars In led to mute than 11 and a
bate pawn. this National Lne1,1r,ruel Oontereoc• board chart
mows rigures Cost Cc mimeses department. (Central Press/

SUPERIOR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
Equipped With
OXYGEN

NOTICE
Business man. age 42. interested in
estakiliehing permanent residence
in Murray desires position with
established firm in management or
tiupervisory capacity. Willing to incest as
working partner. Successful
background at management level.
Presently employed- as Sales Manager at Southern unit of national corporation.
Advertising and merchandising experience: Vreative.thinker and
aggressive worker. Ready to
meet with you at Murray to discuss in
detail. Interested parties may
obtain name and address by writing Box
32-L, Murray, Ky. All replies
confidential.

Phone PL 3-4612
311 N. 4th - Murray, Ky.
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LOSER COUNTY TOURNAMENT IS SEEN

Oints.
nether ptill-Over Is In a
ndinavian wool knit With
ead-hugging hood. Its
er side Is tan poplin.
'dad

LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Calloway County Tournament
January 2.9, 30, 31, 1959

Hood

third parka has a
nge-about banded hood
t Can be converted into a
Lined boat neck.

•

Team Mates Benton Slips Teams Gird For Annual Round Ball Play
Meet As Rival In Basket To Beginning Thursday Night At Sport Arena
Coaches Here Beat Rebels

The coveted Calloway County outset of December. Howeve r,- which
caieer has compiled the
Tournament Championship trophy Coach Doway'a squad seemed to biggest
total of points, here is the
will be given away Saturday be bent on starting the month off answer.
Murray Training
night, January 31st. The annual right and promptly pasted both
James Dale Erwin has amassed
Benton slipped in a basket in classic will be played Thursday, Hazel and Murray High in quick 350 points to top all Calloway
Two former team mates will the
closing seconds of an overtime Friday and Saturday nights, Janu- succession before kneeling to the mark setters. Jerry Shroat takes
meet as rival coaches tonight period
gave the Indians a 62-60 ary 29, 30 and 31st. The tourney South Marshall Rebels. The Eagles' second with 299 points while Gary
when Murray High hosts New
edge over visiting South MarshalLi features two games nightly with record hovered around the .500 Key edges team mate Colernan
Concord. The game is set for 8:00
The Rebels were deadlocked the first starting at 7:00 and the mark until the first of the year. Reeder for third with 297 points
with a preliminary "B" team game
After losing to Cuba in a close as compared to 296 for the Eagle
with Benton. 14-14, at the end of secondaairapproximately 8:30.
at 6:45.
the first quarter but slipped be- -.From the general populace point decision the Eagles blasted New center. Joe Green takes fifth on
Coaches Robert Glin Jeffrey and hind to
trail by four points. 34-30, of view, there can be but possibly Concord, Almo and South Marshall the basis of 270 tallies.
Grove
Gene Cathey, Redbird mentor, at halftime
The two rival squads two upsets, for four of the six in a 1, 2. 3 firing. The three conIt appeared for a while that
were teammates at Murray High slugged
it out in the third quarter participants are given just about secutive wins pushed their aver- New Concord might enter the
and formed one of the best guard and the Indians
even
odds
for
slightly
age
above
finishing
with
the
the
.500
point annual classic with an unblemishagain led by four,
combinations in the state.
Championship
victor's crown. Only Lynn Grove. and drew the finger of favoritism ed mark for intra-county
56-52
play
Murray High sports a 3-8 record
hasn't
which
for
the
won
upcoming
a
game,
county
and
cham- but Kirksey spoiled any chance
South closed the gap in the
after defating Clinton Central Fri- fourth period
Hazel,
with
pionship.
but
four
victories
to
and the game ended
the Redbirds might have had. The
day night 59-52. The coaching staff 60-60
Neither team could score in its credit, a re dis-counted as
Murray Training which was ex- loss left the leader with a 7-1
reports that the Tigers looked
strong
contenders
for
the cham- pected by a great many people to mark. Almo moved into second
the early part of the extra period.
good again both Fulton and Clin- In Siet there
was no score in the pionship.
be a one-man team season has place
with
Kirksey
on
the
ton last week. The boys have overtime
The
New
Concord Redbirds of been the surprise club of the year. strength of an identical 5-2 chalkuntil Ed Jones pushed
improved their hustle, are workCoach
Gene
Cathey should be a The Colts have three men. Robert ing.
in a fielder with five seconds left
Consolation
ing hard on defense and seem to to give
definite favorite from a statistical Burton, Tommy Vaughn and
Benton the victory
Murray Training, breaking even
Jerry
have found their shooting eye, a
point
of view as reflected by the Shroat who are averaging well in at 3-3, holds third place, Hazel
Jones and Darnall led the viczel
Sat. 7:00
spokesman concluded.
won
and lost column. New Con- the double figures. In
tors with 14 points each. Jackie
addition moves into the number four slot
New Concord has a 14-5 posting. Mohler
tallied 15 for the loses. cord which returned the county to this surprise boost, the Colts with a 2-6 record and Lynn Grove
Three of the five defeats were Benton
14 34 56 60 62 crown to the Redbird den last have developed into the most brings up the rear with eight deto Fancy Farm David Lipscomb South
14 30 52 60 60 January owns a 14-5 posting for "seasoned floor play" club
any feats
and Kirksey own the other two
games played thru Friday night of the county quintets and
Benton (62)
Jerry Shroat of the Murray
have
wins. The Redbirds have reigned
Darnall 14, Morgan 8, Gold 10, on which all statistics used in made good use of the "press" Training School Colts currently
as the county leader all year.
this story are based. In intra- which has never really
Duke 8, Cothron 8, Jones 14
effectively leads the "top te,n" with a good
Rivalry is expected to be high
county action with the other five been employed by many
South (66)
of the 18.6 average. James Dale Erwin
and a good game is anticipated.
Bohannan 7, Mohler 15, Mathis Calloway squads, t h e Redbirds Calloway teams.
with the largest point total holds
Sat. 8:30
Fans are urged to attend the
10, Sehroader 13, Wilkins 8, Dar- have cohmited a 7-1 mark. Only
second with a 17.5 mark. Junior
game tonight and support their
Kirksey has been able to down 'Hazel which tames next to cel- Furgerson of Almo is doge
nell 4, Morgan 3.
on
team
Fri. 8:30
the toppers and that by six points, lar-dwelling Lynn Grove is meet- Erwin's heels. In fact he is breathing Kirksey in the concluding ing right
80-74,
in
their
second
encounter
down
his
neck
Concord
with a
of the season. Concord meets Mur- game of the opening round Thurs- 17.3 posting. Gary Key
and Coleray High tonight but will not day night. In their only clash man Reeder. both of Kirksey, fill
play in the classic until Friday thus far this year the Lions were out the first five with 15.6
and
night at 8:30 as a result of draw- a 10-point loser. 71-61. If Hazel 15.5 respectively. Lynn Grove
United Press International
is
should surprise the confident the only team not
ing a lower bracket bye.
East
New Concord
to place a man
Creighton 77 St. Michaels (Vt.) 59
Alin°. Kirksey ana Murray Tra- Eagles it would be one of only in the "top ten".
Drexel 67 iWagner 65
ining School are just about even two victories in the tournament
'Top Ten
South
favorftes - and are ranked on a par that would really be classified
We're jinxed. That must have Kentucky 94 Georgia Tech 70
with New Concord by some. Oddly as an upset. Of course the only Jerry Shroat. Murray Tr'ng
18.6
i been the feeling of the New Albany (Ga.) St. 62 Ft. Valley 61 enough the three are thus given other potential upset would be a James Erwin, Hazel
17.5
win
Shaw 98 St. Pauly Poly 79
by
haples
'Concord
Redbirds
Lynn
as
the
Grove
Fancy
in
the
the
selective
nod
Junior
for three entirely.
Furgerson. Aano
n Grove Wildcats and ing will open the Friday night ac- the hottest contested tournaments
173
opener with Almo. The Wildcats Gary Key. Kirksey
Beth.-Cookman 85 Knoxville 74
Golden
Farm
Gophers
the
beat
different
reasons.
Warriors will clash in tion with the winner of the Lynn of any held in recent years Fans
15.6
have fallen to the Warriors twice, Coleman Reeder. Kirksey
Redbirdsfor the third straight Alabama 75 Southwestern La, 58
g game of the Calloway Grove-Almo contest. The Redbirds that fail to attend this play-off
The Warriors ot Coach
15.5
are time this year. Fancy Farm won Western Kentucky 86 LaSalle 74
33-64
and
35-89.
Joe Green, New Concord
ty
eurnament Thursday and the victor of the Hazel-Kirk- sure to miss a lot of high school
Miller have the necessary height
15.0
oaoss
The individual scortng stand- Jerry Waters. Hazel
Miami I Fla. 1 69 Ky Wesleyan 64
night at 7 00 in the sports arena sey clash meet in the second tilt. basketball at its best.
for battling with any of the coun14.4
ings for Calloway cagers is us- David Finney, New Concord
New Concord moved into an Carson-Newman
nid: Belmont 70
ty clubs and since the return of
139
State College.
The Winners of the Friday night
ally figured on a points-per-game Thomas Lamb. Almo
early lead and held a hve point
Midwest
Thomas Lamb (injured in early
13.8
chard Vincent's Hazel games will tangle in the champbasis by this writer as a result of Robert Burton, Murray Tr'ng 131
advantage, 19-14, in the first per- 1 Ohio State 86 Iowa 72
season practice) to the center
take on the Kirksey ionship play-off for the crown on
the players participating in such
iod. But the Gophers moved up Kansas State 78 Iowa State 55
Ed. Note* All statistIcs used in
post have shown great promise
the concluding game of Saturday at 8.30. The losers of
a widely separated number of this story are completely
in the second stanza and trailed Bradley 77 Detroit 63
unoflosing only two games. Almo sufnight
play
Two the Friday night contests will
contests. For instance, this sea- ficial and were compiled previous
by only two points at halftime. Cincinnati 73 Drake 52
fered a death dealing blow from
be played each night play S consolation gams prelimson Hazel has played 20 games to any games played on or
Fancy Farm slipped into the lead Minnesota 81 Ihnois 70
New Concord 71-116 in their only
aftee
day tournament with inary to the final tilt.
in the third stanza, 46-44. The Northern Mich. 78 Wheaton 61
meeting and split two games with while Almo and Lynn Grove have January 24th. Any error will be
e starting at 7:00 and
Gene Landoll and Allen Russell
played
Redbirds could not quite close the Rockhurst 81 Omaha 53
only
14
each.
But
for
any corrected upon being brought to
Kirksey winning 76-67 and losing
tentatively set for 8.30 will
the
be the tourney officials. Adwho may have been wondering the writer's attention.
gap in the fading minutes of play. Eastern Illinois 96 Milliken 73
their second match, 54-52
on the length of the mission
will be 50 Cents for stuYoungstown
Rowland
Eugene
85
topped
Geneva
Con83
The Cuba Cubs tamed the Hazel
Kirksey with its entire '58 lineUK T r
hies will be award- dents and 1.00
for adults. There Lions with
cord's scoring with 18 points. McSouthwest
a 78-34 triumph.
up back for the 158-'59 season was
to the .,,nners on Saturday will be no reserve
-seats and chair
Houston
88
and
for
North
Stubblefield
16
ha
Tex.
Cage
St.
58
Cuba roared to an early., 15-8
a pre-season favorite with writers
alight
seats will be available on a first lead
and never let up in posting pushed In 15. Hobbs led all scorers Arizona State 97 Arizona 69
and f ns alike. But the Eagles
Murray Training School and come, first
basis. In order others, the victory.
sizzling
with
points
a
•
31
The Cubs were out
did not fulfill expectations and
NOV/ Concord drew the upper and after paying the admission
price front 33-21 at halftime
Colorado
Fancy
46
70
14
Farm
St.
32
66
ColoradoMines 50 rr.ade
and was
dismai showing in Novemlower bracket byes. Murray Train- a spectator
can sit in any availa- ahead 57-30 at outset
19 34 44 69 Oklahoma City 58 Idaho State 51
of the final New Concord
ber possessing • 2-4 mark at the
ble seat.
Fancy Farm (761
canto.
This year's annual classic has
Dalton 11. Hobbs 36. Ballard 4,
Waters and Erwin led Hazel
the promise of being one of with 14 and 13 points
Kilcoyne
11.
Hayes
Cash
6,
2,
respectively.
by
New Concord (69)
Wiggins topped Cuba with 21
F. H RIDDLE
Eugene Rowland 18, Patterson 2,
COLOAT6 PLANS INT1RVIEWS Points paced by Wheeler with 18.
Your -ietephone Manager
Cuba
15 33 57 78 Ed Rowland 9, Finney 5, Parker'
Hazel
8 21 30 34 4. McCage 16, Stubblefield 15.
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Redbirds
Lose Again

URED I

.D FAMOUS "DOEIBS TRUS•
SLTLESS - STRAPLESS
It can be worn bathing. It does
nolds with a concave pad Rea :o place a bulb or ball in opening
the muscles spread apart. F. A.
Oriels, Truss Co., Birmingham,
nnat Heti'. Murray, Ky., Friday,
to 600 P.M. only. Foto dernon•

Mat WIT
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College
Basketball Results

Cuba Cubs
Tame Lions

104146-'r•

IT'S Tr.1)

GETS OUT /IL

Telephone
Talk

THE DIRT!

Racer
Schedule

HAMILTON, N. Y. (UPI) - A
Cube (Rh
Colgate University screening comWheeler 18. Wiggins 2, J. Wigmittee is expected to interview gins 21. Cothary 11, Seay 13, AidUnited Press International
several prospects in New York erdice 4, Howard 8. Stewart 1.
NEW YORK (UPI) - Stefan
City over the a eekend for a sucHanel (34)
Redl. 1491
/
2, Passaic. N. J.. outcessor to heed football coach
Thomas 1, Erwin 13. B. Wilson pointed Danny Russo, 151, BrookFred Rice
4, T. Wilson 2, Waters 14.
lyn, N. Y., (10).

11.110

Fight Results

ta.I

V-r

relay. January 31
Middle Tennessee
at
Murfreesbora

CARACAS. Venezuela (UPI) Sonny Leon. 130, Venezuela,' outpointed Willie Pep, 1331
/
2, Hattford, Conn. (10)

the Silver Hawk

)day thru Sat
only 49t •
only 79*
only 45e
only 99'
only 99c
Cash Rt Carry

MILWAUKEE (UPI) - Don
Fleernan, 1781
/
2. Midlothian. Tex.,
outpointed Willi Resmanoff, 200,
Milwaukee (10).

by STUDEBAKER
Sporting styledinnerjacket dash

CHICAGO (UPI) - Bobby Rogers. 9321,42, chicargo, outpointed
Don Ward, 135, Chicago (8).
PROVIDENCE. R 1 (UPI) Tommy Garrow, 134. Claremont,
N. H., outpointed Tommy Tibbs,
/
2. Boston 10),
1331

High School
Cage
Schedule

CLEANERS
PhoreirPLaza 3-2552

Tuesday, January 27
Almo at Reidland
Farmington at Lynn Grove
New Concord at Murray High
Douglas at Fulton Rosenwald
St Mary's at S. Marshall
Benton at Livingston County
Thurird•y. January 29
OPENING ROUND
CALLOWAY COUNTY
TOURNEY
Friday, January 30
Quarter Finale
Callo-way Co. Toul-ney.

Delightful dual personality. Lithe,
None other like it In the world.
continental with an American accent.
lean, yet luxurious. Charmingly
of it. Obligingly practical on shopLoves to be driven lust for the fun
and safety. Reedy response
cornfo4
of
lap
ping trips. Seats five In the
at the lap of a toe. Stops with
torque
of
Torrents
wrist.
to the twist of a
trick. This is the Silver Hawk. It's
alacrity, too; large brakes turn the
sport. It's Studebaker's
Studebaker's wonderful way to make motoring a
run with the crowd.
not
rather
would
who
daring design for persons

of

king partner. Successful
tt,Iuttta Sale Managivertising and merehan:salve Worker. Ready to
Interested parties may
Murray, Ky. All replies

"THANKS FOR CALLING!" That's our way of thanking
you. not only for the calls you make day in and day out,
but also for the opportunity of serving you. This seems an
appropriate time to express the
appreciation we feel all during
"The year. For us, there's a lot
of satisfaction in providing a
service that's so vital to our
community and state, and in
putting you in touch with
those you want to talk to for
need, pleasure or profit. Every
day we're doing our level best
to make your telephone service as useful and convenient as
you, yourself, want it to be.
Mighty nice to have you as a
customerl
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tO perManent residence
IrM in manapremaist

HAS
LEFT
A
Tragic
-TRAIL

Benton at St. Mary's
S. Marshall at SyYnsonia
Central City at Murray High
Douglas at Mayfield Dunbar
N. Marshall at Ballard Memorial
Saturday. January 31

52360 with "6': Only $2496 with V-8.
*NI
,••••••••••• wed pl.@ awe ge•on••••••••••

P.• over, taw

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC., 303 So. 4th St., Murray, Ky.

• • •

CAN YOU TOP THIS? Watching a telephone installer
carefully picking up every snippet of wire after putting in
an extension phone reminded one of our customers of his
grandfather's thrift and efficiency. His grandfather, he
said, never threw away a piece of string. The long pieces
he put into a large box labeled "String." The rest went into
a smaller box. Its label read: "String Too Small to Use."

•
•

• • •

The Salk vaccine has proven effective in stopping
polio before it starts. But youngsters already crippled by this grim disease or by birth
defects and
arthritis (new March of Dimes objects for conquest) will need help for years to come. Your
contribution is needed now. Please give generously!

THE HAPPIEST FAMILIES, the friendliest friends are
those who remember "It's fun to phone Long Distance."
There's no need to wait for a special occasion. Just call
whenever the mood strikes you. It'll do you good and
bring a lot of satisfaction at both ends of the line. You get
Bargain Rates, you know, when you call station-to-station.
And you save even more alter 6 P.M. and any time on
Sundays.
• • •

Bank of Murray

CALLOWAY CO. TOURN.
700 - Consolation
8:30
Championship

mFmRfR

TAXES(OH, YES!) You are still paying them per cent
federal excise tax on telephone service, enacted as a wartime measure. If dropped, the full benefit would go to )ou
because we act merely as a collection agent for the guern-
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EDSEL
made to be the most distinctive car on the
road -yet it's priced with Ford, Chevrolet
and Plymouth. And Edsel gives you many
"eye-opening" extras that the low-priced
field either forgets or charges extra for

Phone PL 3-1916

look at this Eis4psuives Essisoy!
•Extra Economy whoa you
buy
-you get more few yOur felOrley
-

ltig
ther
the
lit,
wer
ins
Meta
tie

more slip, room,
rOrT/fOrt.

•litre

Ecenerny_wheri you drive
you choone from four engines,
including two V8's that give you
spirited perfnrmance on regular
gas, end a thrifty Sill DC well.

Ink at these "Eysliperiar Wm,

•Extras built Into
every [deal
-self•adiustingbrakes,Diamon
d•
lustre finish that never needs
waeng watakewall carpeting
.
electet clock, aluminized mue
tiers that 'AV Noce as
long
ordinary ones, loam•rubber as
seat
cushioning, and many
others.

If you want to hear real enthusiasm_talk to
a 1959 Edsel owner

LEDGER &.TIMES

WILSON MERCURY SALES
515 So. 12th St.

Murray, Ky. •
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(Continued from Page One)
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college couples. Near College on the,-deceased as well as for those
who are now walking in Ides
Coldwater road. Phone 3-4971.
1-2TP evening shadows, we pass on with
YOU SATISFIED wath your
the tolling bell of time. In so
.nt family income? Let your
doing we train our thoughts on
ty b urypk-MeRt the income by 3 ROOM APARTMENT, electricly
changes wrought b3 the wafting
eluitiped
furnace
heat,
private
Cut
Avon
g
miers are
wings of the years.
g for service at Hazel, Ky. bath, private entrance. 1202 W. The one horse Oliver with its
Street.
Main
1-21IP
Catlett,
Alma
P. 0. Box
Paducah, Ky
1-31P _
WANTE1J
. MODERN HOUSE. Located in I
Murray High School district on
Mulberry netween 11th & 12th. LADY (COLLEGE Student or
Nice garage $5000 month. Tucker protesionali nvddie aged to share
--ISCOUNT SALE $80.00 off Realty - Phone PL 3-4342.
pre home.
Private bedroom. 107 N.
slant needle Singers. For
1-28P
17th. Mrs. H Franklin.
new demonstration. call Bill
_
PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza HOUSE FOR RENT. 3 bedrooms. CLEAN coTroN RAGS. NO but201 South 13th, Murray. Available Feb ist 320 Woodland :au' or zippers, please. Ledger &
1-29P
TFC Phone PL 3-3040.
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CHAPTER 25
HERD was raising dust
in the sage. In one way it
good. Any 'mall bunch of
sling Indians could mistake
from afar for mounted men.
another way It waa bad Any
ow or Sinus or any other Inn worth scalping would get in
enough to flnd out it was
pony herd with only seven men
nit one SOW
rile had outweighed the gopd,
.1 then 'h.. rood stinoe1 • mite
re when the Snakes discovered
where
nye snpu• had camped

is
much

at this Ele-Opstior' Essop!
tva Economy whini yeti bay
•ou get more foe your money-ne size, room, comfort.

Ora Eceneney.when yew delve
,ou choose from four
engines,
luding two \la's that give you
wed performanr e on regular
..'id a thrifty Sox as well

6 at bon 'Ipe-Iptior

Extras!
into every Edsel
elfadjustmgbrakes.Diamond.
itre 'moil that never needs
(Irv, watl.towall carpeting.
cloc clock, aluminized mutt that 'sst Noce as long
as
'nary ones, loamoubber seat
Moning, and many others.

akin IMO

Edsel nwner

LLES
Murray, Ky.
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Sweetwater 'Wept down between was working his way
around the
tight rock walls. The Snakes, bulge that had started
who had et about as much grizzly river. In a moment the toward the
chill night
hair as any tribe, wanted to hud- was bitter with
dust and rocketdle up instead of spreading wide ing hoots. Hark
bodies flashed
around the herd. Mordecai had to past Ilan. He stood
still trusting
keep talktng to them to keep the nimblepeas
of the ponies
them widened out some.
rather than his own motion. to
Late that afternoon they'd seen avoid being knocked down
a single rider, tar off. Sioux scout,
One of the Snakes hred his
of course who by now had round- trade musket
The
ed up help. Mordecai was inclined to 'care the herd evenroar served
more The
to behest: the Snakes were right. ponies were crashing
among the
Beaver Tails remembered a bad trees and bushes
at the river in
thing he had seen during the day, no time.
sage-hen feathers caught in
Mordecai had never seen the
brush and crowed in art evil manbeat of it. No Indian yells no
f/1 sri'e of Three Horn.s coun- ner.
snorting from the herd, no cries
rev- he had twenty-seven ponies
Mordecai
in the herd three of the Snakes around the made one slow prowl of any kind_ Just the pounding
camp after dark. It of hoofs when the
began to riaint up for gkiry
ponies broke,
. 'Cana von make them stay?" was as good • place as he could and that one shot lie ran toward
have selected. One side was the
bluff to find Rhoda. She had
Phoda Marsh asked Mordecai against
a steep rock bluff. The run heck into
Price
the rocks Mordeother aide was grassy land slop- cai was casting
'Make ern. my foot!" Re
around her sleeping to the solid blackness of the ing
place when she called to MM.
watched the three eager ones ride trees
along the river. If the
off to find themselves some &MM.
"Did
you see em" he asked.
Snakes kept strur.g out, nobody
He'd Promiaed them hair. It was would
"I heard someone come out of
have much chance to creep
out there if they could get It
'in across the Open ground be- the rocks. At first I thought it
Three Snakes left now. Seven- tween the herd
Was you."
and the stream
ty ponies Wear 'ern down to the
"One man' you're sure you
Beaver
Tails
came
to
where
hocks and It would still be three
heard Just one man?" he asked.
days to Deer Creek. Four to get Mordecai was sitting 'Let us go
-I'm sure I heard only one
back this far Two more, crowd- on by night. Big Buffalo."
man."
'The Mlle are rough We would
ing things, to make rendezvous
Mordecai trotted to where he
where the Popo met the Wind toes many ponies."
had left his and Rhoda** ponies.
"This IS an evil place." Beaver
Nine days
They were still picketed. He
The Hudson's Hay Co. pack Tails repeated the story about
mounted up bareback and went to
train might be come and gone the sage-hen feathers.
find
the Snakes. Their ponies had
"It Is • goou place," Mordecai
by then
hewn picketed too, although Iron
Two night camps fiat would said. "Any camp IS good when Hawk's
had broken loose.
the time If somebody cut In Mg Buffalo ries brave fighters
"I fired the shot," Beaver Tails
rid run off a ria'.ch of the ponies. with him." He built it up as much
said. "One man."
hloriiectu
Knew lust what the as tie could. Heaver Tails listened
Some of the herd had stopped
km would say Your ponies. but he didn't show any sign of Ui the trees.
Mordecai and the
r, Buffalo You didn't pay for becoming less uneasy He went Snakes
gathered up about twenty
m nut th,?,s, were yours from away disgruntled when Mordecai of them
and
brought
them back
e time we wit the camp of refused • second time to move to the
grass.
,:ree Hoot) That was why they on. They would bunch up solid
"Not Sioux," Beaver Tails said.
wareh't overeoncerned about help- and mutter about bad medicine.
"No shouts." Later on, he decided
ing him get the herd to the Rocky Mordecai knew.
that an evil spirit had run the
11Tn intro, Fur Co pack train,
Pony-stealing time was any
ponies away.
tut no matter what happened time Irhluns of any tribe could
Mordecai knew there \vas no
get at em, so Mordecai couldn't
ths
,ant - ti i be paid
use to argue about It urail dayhiniaelf
for
any
set
hlordecal
critical
a ri e a
period
how high
light. By then the matter settled
csois againo him Were He of the night. Though he dosed itself,
dit if know tor sure where either some, a part of hint was alert found for one of the Snakes
a buffalo robe trampled in
Hudson a Boy or the American Mainly he sat still at the edge of the
duet. The Indians handled it
Fr. Co ark train was
the herd, facing the river with nis elacitoelly
It had been tanned by
How far Sc you think litz. rifle. Old Belcher, arroas his Btackfeet,
Beaver Tails said. Yes,
lea CORP! since .ve ieft knees
cowardly Blackfoot had waved
•
the pack truth' Rhoda asked
Rhoda was lying over by the If
at the ponies. A fluttering,
un tMnititig ne made It to bluff. She had as'o.,1 if she could ghostly
trick that would scare
Lies., Creek"
help guard the ponies -Every•
horses even In daylight.
"i tints a intim vity from here.- thmg a all right.- Mordecai had
None of the Snakes wanted to
It
th
lee
for • ftict Mordecai tellher
stay with the recovered ponies.
"a cher' . the three -coup-happy
the night more than half
They
had Blackfeet on the brain
1,
disSfireat into the hills gone, the ponies began to stir.
". said LO Rhoda. "iota wouldn't It wasn't much at first, no more now.
,
"I'll
watch the ponies," Rhoda
tat oi much duet up ahead there." than if a Wolf WWI prowling the
-ill stay with you "
edge of the herd and the animals
Mordecai didn't want to leave
V,ordeCS1 sort of" liked the
WV writ bunching inward to defend her alone but he had to. Before
SIC.rud it though he guessed It themselves
he rode away with the Snakes,
tide, t mein much lie watched
Mordecai heard them humping
Brow r Tails and the others They against each other, hoofs thump. he gave her his pistol. He thought
ware driving the ponies real loose. tog as the ponies veered sway of • lot of advice to give her,
in the Indian fashion and *re from something. The excitement but all he said was, "Forget
were keeping a sharp Ape :out began to spread to the side of everything and ride after us if
el! srh-nyrn them This weeret their the herd where he was standing trouble comes."
coantry. there were few of inturrever It wag. the source was
em end toe, weren't feeling about in the middle of the kard,
rap Snakes ride out for
•rate Ut thin':a
and over toward the bluff, over scalp and return with a strange,
strrpped that night close there Vt.:V:6. P54114 Web 4'0,-,.11g
t tle-tr.uring captive Is 1:t iiiiiw 'amine orolue -as Mordecai . desvotne oonunues tonfOrrow.
1 tie
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- SPECIAL PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. PI -ne Plaza 3-S174

0541 Ill 1v515 Sot OP US WORKS FOR 130vERNMEN1 II t t. EP h.
the pool p.o. ri my les
with 10.900.1100 one in every six workers- of the population working for federal,
state or mumexpo! gosernments The shaded bat illustrates the total. v.ith three big divisions at top. Whit
all
these employes do is illustrated ts tew. In 1957 the payroll topped
140.000,000.000. Governmental
employment has risen 660 per cent since 1e00 Non-governmental employment is up only
100 per
cerit. The federal jaiiyrull is two and one-halt times greater -than New Deal peak. (Central
Press)
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by Napshore Van Burna
LOOK,HONEYYOU DON'T 4-+AVE
TO TREAT ME
LIKE AN
INVALID-

NG ARSLWE
DARLING - FROM
HERE ON, TM
THE BOSS IN
1111$ FAM)L'f,/

AND YiNEN SLATS FGuND CUT NENE WASN'T LC96 FOR ThIS WCRLD,
HE TOOK OFF - WANTIN' TO SAFIRE
3ECKY THE GRIEF '
MARRYING A SICK.
MAN. WELL, NOW

THEY ARE GOING
TO SET MARRIED.
FLA".--FOR AS
LON4S AS --As
ThEYCAM---

Td.
Cam •

UV

•
WPM
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Care

1-11- FACIES ON

THESE

THESE PROPELLERS ARE
A REALLY MODERN TOUC-I-i!!

HOT DOGS WAS A-eucKLE!"-CUTE
IDEA-BUT, THIS ONE WITH THE
(GLASSES WILL NEVER SELL
;'!

CMUCKLE!!-THV

START
WHIRLING LIKE MAD,
SOON AS THEY HIT THE
BOILING WATER!!
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Lochie Landolt, Editor

News

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Pat Murdock had car trouble
a few days ago ard turned over
his car and damaged it badly, but
did not get hurt himself.

Mrs Am n Cohran aeviev.e3 the
play "My Fair Late" at a recent
meeting of the Zeta department of
the Woman's club held at the club
house at 7:30 m the evening.
The business meeting was conducted by the department chairmitt. Mrs Alfred Lindsey.
At the conclusion of the caogram refreshments were served
by the hostesses. Mesdames Howard Titinvorth. Dennis Taylor., Gillard Rosa, Maurice Ryan and Cody
• Caldwell.

Tuesday, January 27th
The Wiling Workers class of the
The Murray Ctar chapter No. Memorial Baptist church will meet
433 OBS will meet in the ma- .n the home of Mrs. Billy
Cole,
sonic hall at 7:30 in the evening. Ham.iton Avenue at 7 30
p.m.
••••
•• • •
The Alpha Sigrna Alpha alumni
Thursday, February 12th
'A..: have a dinner meeting at the
The North Murray Homemakers
Kentucky Colonel at 6:30 am.
club will meet in the home of
•• • •
Mrs. Lucien Young at 1:30 in the
Tuesday, February 3rd
afternoon.
The Murray Asembly of Rain••••
bow for Gila will meet at 7 p.m.
The South Murray Homemakers
at the Masonic lodge.
REACH STAR—Cole of Cantor•• ••
club will meet at 130 in the home
nla shows this bikini In Miami
of Mrs. Edgar Pride, 307 South
Beach of Florida_ Filling it out
The Delta Department of the 15th Street
(more
than in) la Joan Faye.
'Murray Womm's Club' will meet
••••
at the club house at 7:30 in the
The Catterbex Bridge ciub met evening. Mrs. Harry Sparks will
Saturday. February tith
recently in the home of Mrs. speak on _Parttrnentary procedur
The Sigma department of the
e
Kenneth Adams
and a skit will be given by the Murray Woman's club will enterA guest was Mrs. Ben Sanas of members. Hostesses will be Mes- t.1:71 a SweetheArt d.nner dance
1:.a.ana Mrs. Shirley Wade won dames F. B
Howton. Harry beginnir.g at 7:30 p.m. at the club
lae nigh score prize v.a.h the Sparks. J Matt Sparkman, A H. house.
bingo bridge prize going to Mrs. Kopperud and Ithasell Johnson
.
Mr. and Mr •
Burns Davis.
Edger Resume,
•• • •
Tuesday, February 174h
12880 Fielding street, Detr 01 t,
The next meeting of the club
The WSCS of the First IldettioThe
Music
ciepartm
ent
of the Mich. announce the arrival of a
will be February 6, held in Vac d.sa church will meet in
the Little Woman's
club will meet at the eon. Mark Jerome, born January
home of Mrs Bob Billington.
Chapel at 10:45 in the morrang.
club:house at 7:30 in the evening. 23, in a Detroit hospital weighing I
The Jessie Luctwick circle of the
The program will be "Stars of the 8 lbs and 7 ozs. The Reaume
,College Presbyterian church
s
Future." Hostesses will be Mes- have one other child, a son
meet at 2 p.m.
19
dames
Willie
mFurgerson. Edna months of age. Mrs. Reaorne is
• •• •
iGovaans. William Gunning, James the former Miss Bobby Hutson
Lassiter,
Robert
Miller and Mies from Murray, the daughter of Mr.
The Dexter Homemakers
Madelyn Lamb.
a al meet in the home of
and. Mrs. Hazsel Hutson, Murray.
Larry Duman at 1 pm.
•• • •

•

Bridge Club .1leets In Adams' Home

PERSONALS

I

Thursday. February 5iit
The Garden department of the
/6uriay Wornalas Club will meet
at the club house at 2:30 p.m It
'v ill be an open meeting. Hosteases
are Me,dxnes Bradburn Hale. Eat
Huie, Olive Cherry. L. R. Yates,
!E C. Jones. Fred Gmgles. Joan
Taylor. B. J. Hoffman, Wesley
1 Waldrop one! J. T Wason.
•• • •
Tuesday. February leth
Murray Star chapter No. 433
(YES v..1;1 meet at the Masonic hall'
at 7 30 p.m.
• • •••
The Pattertown
Hometnakt rs
:lab will meet :n ;he home cd
Mrs. Della Outland at 10 a.m.

4
HEMATOLOGICAL
CHANGES
A tete-. •esearch p•o ect of
the tidy et Meincte
(blood) changes ender Ch,
0proctoc Citr• r•••0I NI ai•Orklel
I•40••Cy loward this wares&
blood values under ChtroprOctic
care, Th s research pro,ect was
condi-ivied by the 5. J. ro:to•r
Chiropractic Research Clinic, Da..
•seeer, lee°. The blood factors
conlidered were the color index,
rod _Wood cell rooit, Mewegleb;n
and wisow cell mem Stonda,d
medical hematologic& tests were
cand.road .rs 1034 cases both
tserci,• and &tor odisstinents.
It world deftely epos*i that
oandss.ons reached is Ws
/Feely ssOstantiat• Chiropractic
philosophy and theory, for. the
Cs.umseoCsor hos tr.ro ollotowled
that body octi.;ty sad tieetion
veal few's he normal MOD Ilse
son* isworforisnas is mowed by
•••••1 oe,••(.•••ts. Se:sell
•tighwents Moto INts$0•11 50
aerre tiboes, Noes listerterieg with
Ph. norm& twice:4o of if.. .orklows
1059051. Yew CV...wooer is
sciant,ficetty aligned to lest*
ond correct spinal 0,110 1,0•••••tf.

Rex Parker had an intruder fn
his chicken house a short time ago
and killed one hen end hurt another, then a few nights later
he
heard chicken cackling and went
out and 'found an opossum on the
roost poles with the chickens. The
oilussurn was killed and the
ch.ckens were saved.
Mrs. George Carnell received
long letter from Mrs. Dan Ross
last week stating that Dan was
getting along fine on his build-I
tags. but had to miss some days
beeause of cold-weather, but was
getting along 'fast enough to suit
Lan for he is a worker and can
do most of that kind of work (or,
himself.

NEW YORK. N. Y
- Both the
UrFited States and Canada experienced relatively large natural increases in population last year,
it is reported by statisticians.
' Natural increases in populati in
are :nose resulting from the excess of births over deaths. In
1958, this excess added about
2,6130,000 to the population of the
United States, considerably below the record of the perceeding
year. Canada's natural increase in
Population was virtually the sem°
as that for 1957 amounting to
one third million.

George Carnell visited in the
time of Al Farless a few days
ago. Al has been sick all winter,
but is better now.
We haxe had a lot of rain and
then some real cold weather after
the rain.
Eveln Ray Tucker. daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Virdon „Tucker was
married to Fred McDonald of
Newburg. Ind., Sunda, January
25 at 6 2:30 o'clock in the afternoon at the Baptist Church at
Kirksey, Ky. by Rev. Terry Sills
in the presence of a large crowd.
Mr. and Mn. Reldon Wes, Mr.
and Mrs. Vern Gream and Mrs.
Attie Carson visited Mrs. Nett:e
Perry last Sunday.
Mr. Jim Story is sick at his
home in Stella. Wish for him a
speed yrecovery.
Mrs. Cora Carnell attended a
sale at the home of her cousin.
Mrs. Effie Phillips who passed
afay a short time ago.. Surely was
a large crowd there .

LONDON (UPI) — The British
Ford Motor Co alma.; doubled
its exports to the United States
last year. it was announced today. The company said 42.000
cars were, shipped to the United
States in 1958

Beausley Roman with wife In hospital atter ramie.
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"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

DI

ENDS
WEDNESDAY

ALFALFA KILLED — Carl rAl!tidal Switzer, 31. shown In a
recent photo and at 8 year, old
when he was an actor in the
old s'Our Ganr comedies, ia
clear, in Sun valley, Cant..
of s gunshot. He got into
a fight kvl(13 H. S. Stiltz, 38,
over a 450 debt Stilts owed.

Natl. Hotel Bldg.

Items

Eivabeth TAY1OR
Paul NEYAIAN
Burl 'FS
Jai CARSON
Mk MESON
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fith & Mai
Main

MEI MEM

For the man who is
fed up with paying too much
for look-alike cars

Mrs. Semmes /A-Intde melts as her brother r left tells
her
that her husband 1ts of* Of the miners still in
the MIDIS
THE REJOICING AND THE TRAGIC—These were scenes at the
Knox anthracite mine near Pittston, Pa.., as hope faded
for
11 miners trapped by Susquehanna river waters
which
breached a hole andlapoured [trough the shafts Earlier,
44
other miners were rescued,or managed to claw their way
out.

sae

SCOTT DRUG CO.

SHORT ORDERS - HOMEMADE PIES

The devotional was presented
by Mrs Neva Maxedon The proram
-Literacy and Literature"
was g.ven by Mrs. J. T. Sarnrnorui.
II: treatments were served to 15
members by the hostess. Mrs.
Hariteen and the 'co-hostess Mrs.
Luis Carroway.
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0 p,,pu
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out, the United States has aver- rate for 1958 hit an all
alp
aged a 1.7 percent increase in
population each year. the total
of
reaching a record high of 175.- registered in 1954. In the United
600,000 at the end of 1958. Cana- States, the 1958 rate
was 4.5
da's increase since the 1951 Cen- per 1,000 population. as Cm _
percent
an- pared to the all-time low of
sus has average 2.9
nually, and the total rise to 17,- 9.2 established in 1954.
1958.
270.000 at' the close of
CELEBRATE 109TH
BIRTHDAY
The rapid population growth
in the United States during reBIRMIN
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t:day.m
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is il U13_I
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ywoh0 c
r.
cent years reflects mainly the Josh McCord celebrates his
1
continuing baby b.;om, the sta- birthday
McCord,
ticians say. Fur five succeasive
with
years. births Irve exceeded 4 e
i)
bln
id third
lyrcl wife, Missie, was born
millam annually. Last year the into slavery and
worked n
births numbered abont .4.240.- "yard boy"
bviiiy" un
Bteiltwfee
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s,
000. a rate of 24.5 per 1,000 popWar
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SUSIE'S CAFE

Circle Two :if the WSCS. First
Methodist churth met recently- in
the h 'me of Mrs. Ed 'Burkevn.
Mrs. bun Swarm. president, presided.

PERSONALS

iiii
tio . The
before;n

Corner at 4th & Main

y "Meet Me"

• • ••
CHIROPRACTOR
Aurora, st•reilocky
HOURS — 10:00 AM - 8 "'M.
MONDAY - W)Nt.r.DAY
. THURSDAY 1:00 P.M. - 800 P.M --S-c-NDAY
Mrs Calie Jones :s vislor.g
Caased Tuesday and Satiareay
St. 1.-.0.11.5, 34o, v.on her graaaPhent Elarraaa ,id 4-4140
daughter and fam.ly. Mr. and Mrs.
Fa,rdear.ng. Kentucky
'Max Carlisle.

r
Both countries gained fewe
the
during
migralo
n
people from
year. In Canada: the figure. dropped from over 200.000 in 1957
to about 50,000 last year. The
United States gained over 250,000, or several thouaand less than
in 1957

DOUBLE CAR EXPORTS

Mrs. Ed Burkeen
Hostess To Meeting
WSCS Circle Two

DR. E. H. OAKLEY

U. S. And Canada Show
Increase In Population

Kirksey
Route 2

Phone PL 3-4707

Vowte4r4/10 Vozette
Zeta Departinent
Hears Play Review
".1Iy Fair Lally"
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EDSEL

made to be the most distinctive car on the
road—yet it's priced with Ford, Chevrolet
and Plymouth. And Edsel gives you many
"eye-opening" extras that the low-priced
field either forgets or charges extra for.

•Extra Economy when you
buy
-you get more for your money
more size, mom, comfort.
•Extra Economy when yew
drive
- ynu choose from four
engines,
including two Virs that give
you
Spirited performance on regular
gas, ead a thrifty Six a.. well.
Lad at thus "En-Ops"
Wm!
•Extras built Into
every Edsel
—self-acaustinglara kes. Diamond
Lustre finch that never
needs
waxing, watl.tu.waII
carpeting,
electric clock. alirminized mufflers that 'est twice as
long
ordinary ones, toarn.rubber as
seat
cushioning, and many
others.
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•

If you want to hear real enthusiasm,.,._ talk
to a 1959 Edsel owner

LEDGER & TIMES

WILSON MERCURY SALES

,

515 So. 12th St.

•

Murray, KY. I
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ilation. The all-time record
etaabhshed in 1967, when
300.000 babies were born.
Canada,, births last year total.
ad about 470,000. slightly abovt
the previous high of the
Year
before; the birth rate
was 27.3
per 1.000 population,
In both countries, death rate,
Continued very low, the
sta.
tisticians report. Canada's
death
rate for 1058 hit an all tiae
low of 7.9 per 1.000 populatia
The previous low of 8.1
was
registered in 1954. In the
United
States, the 1958 rate was
9.5
per 1,000 population. as
Compared to the all-time low d
9.2 established in 1954.

CELEBRATE 109TH
BIRTHDAY
owth
reBIRMINGHAM, Ala.
(UPI) the Josh McCord celebrates
his 1
sta- birthday today. McCord, who ii
net a pension with his 192-year.
ed 4 old third wife, Missle,
was ta:ra
• the into slavery and worked as
a
.240.- "yard boy" until freed at the
end
pop- of the War Between the
Slates.

Main

Phone

PLaza .1-254;

r DRUG

CO. •

TION SPECIALISTS"

FOR SALE

o

ARIMY-TYPE BUNK

one PLaza 3-4851.

BEDS.
1-'29P

ROOM HOUSE, 3 bed roe
lit in cabinits, running wale'
t buticings, ienced in garden,
e acre of land, 3lez miles east
Murray on Highway a4. This
rgain will not last lung at $3000.
ent Waldrop. Route 3, MurKy.
1-29P

(Continued from Page One)
DIAL-A-PACK
NEEDS RELIABLE
MAN OR WOMAN
,

service arid collect from
W
type cigarette dispensers.
to $265.00 per month posi,:e for part time. $600.00
to
,75.00 investment required. If
.alified, write Dial-A-Pack O. Box 1032, Oklahoma City,
,Klanoma
for local interview,
ving phone number and address.

-

FOR RENT

LOST & FOUND

I

]
ST: PERSON WHO Took dark I:00M FOR 1 TO 4 College students. (Boys, x•..tvate entrance. 107
An Mouton coat by Mistake at
N. 17:n. Mrs. H. Franklin.
1-28P
Kappa Alpha dance, January
I, please return for exchange
WPM E D STUDIO
owner's coat. Devon Jatk.ain, TWO F U
Hall.
1-282 Apartments. just completed, everything new, electric heat, air
conditioned. Ideal for teachers or
college c‘dtples. Near College on
Coldwater road. Phone 3-4971.
I-27P
YOU SATISFIED with your

HELP 1
J

nt fatally income? Let your
ty supplement the income by
g Avon - CMSt AIM'S are
ng for service at Hazel, Ky.
Alma Catlett, P. 0. Box
Paducah, Ky.

101=
1.0.1.111111!
s.

d••••••111

"A Bell...

-J
POLES, cut for furnace,
ye, fireplaces. $3.00 rick. Will
I.ver. Phone PL 3-4482. 1-291'
_
P. SIZE 9, coats, suits and
saes. Phone PL 3-5947. 1-27P
E FUR COAT and two c:0::
ts. See or call Mrs. Clifford
lugin, 1002 Sharpe Street. PL
7.
6
1-28C

CROSSWOI-ZD

_

_
Business Gpportunities

3 ROOM APARTMENT. electricly
e /Ulppeci
furnace
heat, private
bath, private entrance. 1202 W.
Main Street.
1-29P
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MEM. =MO. ..daUd
the stars, our astronomers sit on stimuan
t to the heart beat of a community spirit
is often dim- erity, consolidation seems
this pedastal known as the earth! nation,
to be
I med. But for the educational ad- the only
and droele at the moon.
alternative. Hence. a
As a young bird leaves its vaneement
of the pr,s
,
ent -genera- oroierederve county lteeps step
with
If these mysterious and much rift,ther's nest, so du our children bon, as
well as that of our post- the tol:ing of
the bell of time,
heralded portals which this gen- grow up and wind their way
eration is seeking are ever reach-, from home. We mourn their deby the ingenuity of man - it, parture. However, such parting
.•• O Yes terday•I
FUZZT.P
be done by scientific means.1 is often best for their future welSo far we have failed._ Many of fare. When a high school is taken
ACROSS
1-t•at
5.
5-.'4..r$.'Mr
our leaders pass the 'buck' of from a neighborhood the flaring
I -011mA
failures on to our schools. Prob-g
4-Sears
O•%Via'
S-11w.patter
11 atit4t
single blade has been outmode ably we have not been wise in
12ACCUSED PEDA,LLER
16- it- hominied
17.- Heti rd
by the tractor with its gang plows. our instruction.
duo noble
14-tluld,..• high
It
The mode of travel by the
note
Zi - Falry
meads
Speak.ng in terms of acquiring
REDWOOD CITY. Calif. 15-31red
of a buggy yielded to the motori•Sludent
17-Kur an
knowledge, we turn our ears tow- (UPI) - Lester 0. Greet, was
23411.e
zatiun of the automobile. The ex•2tralnii
ard the voice of Solomon. He, the charged with drunk driving on
ti
-11.1i3"
unction to
plosion of the block bursting
shell wisest of all men said,
22-Peel
his bicycle after nearly
25- Pall hehlod
"Get
wishas been lulled by the deu arid
colliding
24
27dom, but with all thy getting, with a police car.
So- P..ef animal
power of the atom bomb. The
26 - Sa I s
35 - Knock
get understanding." It we do unspeed uf sound has been out32-Short slevp
1••••••,
o.)
derstand just what we are striving
I /
23-1R,'lb
36-At lirestrit
distanced by the jet plane, By
• ureii-•/'
for - we ore deprived of ad45-Estra
c II
the same token the span of the
d•wIre
-Tue.
41
52- Dellheate
vancement by the 14Ck of courses
, egg
ocean has been reduced to the
42-1'ant, also
64effered in ,our smaller schools.
45 'oinked
let:. •
width of a channel by the flit of
65- V. nil
I Therefore, if these small schools
As.. ilk,' • d
lowly
curved
the guided missile.
- Of
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47- air,
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plank in.
serve as a quagmire to the feet
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As nations rival nations" intheir of
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for his philosophy on life. His
reply was, "Strive to do unto
others as you would have them
do unto you."
Leaving the old community
building, in our meandering
thoughts we pass on to the year
of about 1918. A junior high
school had been established at
New Concord. Classes were beang
held in various and sundry places.
Realizing the need for an approPriate building the people met and
made plans for its construction.
Many a father who contributed
ti that cause with their money,
time and effort have lore; since
passed away. Some few yet remain who will soon see the passing parade of Concord's last hie3
school graduating class.
As a citizen of our community
a:id as a graduate of a class of
_rears ago. I now covet the genius
of Tennyson. It I possessed his
talent, I would endeavor to construct a 0
- .1ethcal edifice befitting
to the ibes of those wile labored
to promote our educational cause.
With respect and esteem for
the deceased as well as for those
who are now walking in Ides
evening shadows; we pass on with
the tolling bell of time. In so
doing we train our thoughts on
changes wrought la, the wafting
wings of the years
The one horse *Myer with its

•
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HEART
FUND
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ONE OUT OF EVERY SIX EMPLOYED

PERSONS IN AMERICA IS ON

O NE HOUR SERVICE

A GOVERNMENT PAYROLL.

‘4/
n St.
Next to A&P
and New
Parking Lot

WANTEI)

MODERN HOUSE, L oc a ted in
Murray High School district on
Mulberry uerween 11th & 12th.
LADY (COLLEGE Student or
-----Nice garage $50.00 month. Tucker profesien
ali necld;e aged to share
DISCOUNT SALE $80.00 off Realty - Phone PL 3-4342.
pre home. Private bedroom. 107 N.
ow slant needle Singers. For
Mil Mrs. H Franklin.
1-28P
home demonstration. call Ball
_
• PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza HOUSE FOR RENT: 3 bedrooms. CULAN COTTON RAGS NO but0 201 South 13th, Murray. Available Feb. 1st. 320 Woodlapel tons or za.pers, please Ledger &
TFC
PL 34040.
1-29P
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CHAPTER 25
1 Sweetwater swept down between was
working his way around the
ilia. HERD was raising dust tight rock
walls. The Snakes. bulge that had
started toward the
in the sage. In one way It who had et about as much
grizzly river. In a moment the chill
night
was good. Any small bunch of hair as any tribe, wanted to hud- was
batter
with dust and rocket.
prowling Indians could mistake dle up instead of spreadin
g wide Mg hoots. Dark bodies
flashed
It from afar for mounted men around the herd. Mordecai
had to past turn. He stood still
trusting
In another way It was tad Any keep talking to them
to keep the nimbleness of
the ponies,
('row or Stoux or any other In- them widened out some.
rather than Ms own motion, to
dian worth scalping would get In
Late that afternoon they'd seen avoid being knocked
down.
close enough to find out it was a single
rider, far off. Sioux scout,
One of the Snakes tared his
a piny herd with orUv seven men
of course, who by now had roundtrade musket The roar served
and on* KM,Y. along
ed up help. Mordecai was inclined
to scare the herd even more The
The bad outweighed the god. to believe
the Snakes were right ponies
were crashing among the
ant then the rood shoo( 1 a mire Heaver
Tails remembered a bad trees and
taudies at the river in
more vhen the Sn4kes discovered thing he
had seen during the day, no time.
where five Sioux had camped sage-hen
feathers
caught
in
ree/n t y
Mordecai had never seen the
brush and crowed in an evil manM •rt,r rut There Harris' coun- ner.
beat of it. No. Indian yells, no
PIA - he had twenty-seven ponies i
snorting from the nerd, no cries
Mordecai made one slow prowl
In the herd three 01 the Snakes
of any kind Just the pounding
around the camp after dark.
It of hoofs when the ponies
began to natnt tip for glory.
broke,
%%as
as
good
a
place
as
he could and that one shot.
'Can't Vr,
11 make them stay''
He ran toward
have selected. One side
was the bluff to find Rhoda. She
Rhode Idecah asked Mordecai
had
&gourmet • 'steep rock bluff. The
Price
run hack into the rocks. Mordeother side was grassy land slop-Make
em. my foot!" He
ing to the solid blackness of the cai was casting around her sleepwatched the three eager ones ride
ing place when she called to Mtn.
off to find themselves some Sioux trees along the river. U the
"Did you see em"" he asked.
Snakes kept strung out, nobody
He'd promised them hair It was
would have much chance to creep
"I heard someone come out of
out there If they could get It.
in across the open ground be- the rocks. At first I thought it
Three Snakes left now Seventween the herd and the stream
was you."
ty ponies Wear 'ern down to the
"One man? You're sure you
Beaver Tails came to where
beek. and It would still be three
heard
Just one man?" he asked.
days to Deer Creek. Four to get Mordecai was sitting 'Let us go
"I'm
sure I heard only One
back this far Two more, crowd- on by night, Big Buffalo."
man."
'The tulle are rough We would
ing things to make rendenous
Mordecai
trotted to where be
v. here the Popo met the Wind lose many ponies."
-This is an evil place" Beaver had left his and Fthoda's ponies.
Nine days
They were still picketed. He
The Hudson's Bay Co pack Tana repeated the story about
mounted up bareback and went to
train might be come and gone the sage-hen feathers.
"It is a good place." Mordecai find the Snakes. Their ponies had
tiv then
been
picketed too, although Iron
Two night camps That would said. "Any camp up good when
e the time If somebody cut in Big Buffalo nas brave flgloterf Hawk's had broken loose.
"I
fired
the shot," Beaver Tails
I run off a batch of the ponies. with him." lie built it up as much
r.lecal knew . lust what ttee as he could. Beaver Tads listened said. "One man."
Some of the herd had stopped
:makes would any Your _ponies. but he didn't show any sign of
Big Buffalo You didn't pay for becoming leas uneasy He went In the treea. Mordecai and the
them but thley Were yours from away disgruntle(' when Mordecai Snakes. gathered up about twenty
of them and brought them back
the time we *ft the ramp of refused • ottcond time to move
Tiree Homs Thai was why they on They would bunch up soled to the grass.
"Not Sioux," Beaver Tails said.
""rent overeoncerned about help- and mutter about bad medicine,
"No shouts" Later on. he decided
him get the herd to the Rocky Mordecai knew.
that an evil spirit had run the
Pony-stealing time was any
Intel!, Fur Co pack train,
but no matter what happened time Injuns or any tribe could ponies away.
Mordecai knew there %vas no
th, . J want to he paid
get at em, ao Mordecai couldn't
use to argue about it until dayMordecai K ri e C, Bow high set himself for any critical period
light. By then the matter settled
h•
again d him were He of the night Though he dozed
Itself, for one of the Snakes
iii ,n't know Ws sure where
either some, • part of him ass alert
'ItudIfene r Bev or the American Mainly he sat still at the edge of found a buffalo robe trampled In
the dust. The Indians handled it
the herd, faring the river with his excitedly
r ' t.^ ark train was
It had been tanned by
,u faz dc you think Mr rifle, Old Belcher. scrolls his Blackfee
t, Beaver Tails said. yes,
7.01 'las come since ..ve left knees
cowardly Blackfoot had waved
th, pack train
r.hois was lying over by the a
Rhoda asked
It at the ponies. A fluttering,
thtnatlag he made it to bluff She had ,ateied 11 else cook]
ghostly trick that would scare
help guard the ponies. "Everyreelt."
even In daylight.
S 1..nr say from here thing's all' rent," Mordecai had horses
None of the Snakes wanted to
• az for a fact Mordecai told her
stay with the recovered ponies.
•
With the rught more than half
the three coup-happy
They had Blackfect on the brain
dtss;,pi.sr into the hills
one, the ponies began to stir.
now.
I to Rhoda 'You wouldn't I wasn't much at first. no more
"I'll watch the ponies," Rhoda
e•uch dust up ahead there" than if a wolf was prowling the
said.
stay with you "
edge of the herd and the animals
Mordecai didn't want to leave
sort of liked the way were bunching Inward to defend
her alone but he had to. Before
rr it though he gueuked it themselves ,
he rode away with the Snakes,
mean much Ile watched
Mordecai heard them bumping
he gave her his pistol He thought
fails And the others They against each other, hoofs thump•
of a lot of advice to give her,
the who' real loose. ag as the ponies veered away
but all be said was, "Forget
Indian faahiori and the! from something. The excitenient
everythi
ng and ride after us it
Ting a sharp aye out began to spread to the side of
trouble comes,"
I herl Thew wasn't their the 'nerd,, where he wag standing
there
Were few
of Whatevet it was the source wait
The Snakes ride nut for a
ins, ..eren't feeling about in the middle ot the hard,
at thin da
,
.:ze teoviip,
,
,nov
lu
gr scalp and return with a strange,
.
e..pb
sro
ff
,,
ne
di h‘
ted7oovt.e
a
tin
ltip4V1 that night Hose
title-bearing rapt iv e n•
toe
;lip, ponies orolte as Mordecai desyous" 000unues tomorrow.
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dra Economy when you buy
m get more tr., yo u r money
size, room, comfort.

Ire Economy when you &hes

tu ctexise from four
engine*
uding two V8's that give
you
itpd performant e on regular
rod a thrifty Six
well.

it Mess "Irs.lontag" Earnt
Pros bunt Into every Echkol
if-adiusting bra kes, Diamond
•
re fini•h that never
needs
ng, well to-wall carpetin
g.
bit clock, aluminized mufthat 'Ast twice as long as
Sitry ones, foam•rubber seat
laming, end many others.

:dsel owner

,LES
Murray, Ky. IP

ix SKIRTS
I MEN'S SUITS
c.4
z DRESSES (plain)
0 SHORT JACKETS (men's-ladies)
ooveaNmato

- SPECIAL PRICES GOD THRU

OISE IN [Valle Silt OF US *OAKS FOR
Iliac is now the publir payroll divides kup,
with 10.900,000 one in every six workers- of the
population working fur federal, state or mumcited ge%ernments The shaded bar illustrates the total.
v..rth three big divisions at top. Whit all
these employes do is illustrated below. In 1957 tne
payroll topped 340.000,000.000. Governmental
employment has risen 660 per cent since 1900. Non-gov
ernmental employment is up only 100 per
cent. The federal payroll is two and one-half tunes
greater than New Deal peak. (Central Press)

P1 _ne

SAT. -

IERRY GORE, Manage.

O NE HOUR SEK v ICE
b., Ernie Rtiabw.•Itas

ABSTRACT
PAINTING

I
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^BRIE II4D' SLATS
by lksobura Van Bursa
NO APS(J'/NTS,
CARL/Nri - FROM

AOU TiC KIDSVE GOT AI
SPATE 0 TALKiN' T'DO I'LL BE BACK IN A .NMILE

HERE ON, I'M
THE BOSS INJ
THIS FAMI12/./

//'

YrHEN SLATS FOutID CUT HEHE WASN'T L.C?* FOR This WORLD,
14E TOOK OFF - WANTIN'10 SPARE
BECKY THE GRIEF C'
MARRYING A SICK
MAN, WELL, NOW
"THEY ARE GOING

TO GET MARIE
FLA-F-012 AS
LONG
71-1EY CAN ---

t.. 17
cow 93'

Lit'

V44 61$*

AJMER

ITTCUTTiNGLVLLS CN THESE
HOT DOGS WAS A -cHucKLE!!-CLITE
‘\. IDEA-BUT THIS ONE WIT1-1
THE
GLASSES WILL NEVIER SELL !!

7CHUCKLEft-THE'l START

TI-tESE PROPELLERS ARE
A
MODERN TOUCH!!

REALLY

WHIRLING LIKE MAD,
SOON AS THE"; HIT THE
BOILING WATER!!
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Thurman's Furniture The Sale You Wait For

HOG Will)SALE

MAPLE BUNK BEDS

OVAL BRAIDED RUGS

FLOOR LAMPS

TV SWIVEL CHAIRS

LIVING ROOM TABLES

SAVE UP TO

$89.95

$39.95

$1110.00

2, i $29.95

.$9.95

Wool Blend - 9 x 12

50%

One Group, Values up to

Wagon Wheel style, complete
with springs .and inner-

Limited Quantity -

Compare at $69.95

spring mattrt-

3-Piece Set
2 step tables and one coffee

$19.95

NI I

table - Mahogany finish

Living Room Suites In Our Stock

86

86

MANY STYLES - COLORS - FABRICS! ALL REDUCED FOR THIS BIG SALE. KROEHLER, JAMISON
NATIONAL, GAINES, GANS, CRESTWOOD

Good Selection

Man Size

In Sets Only - Jamison
FOAM RUBBER

PICTURES

RECLINING CHAIRS

1/2 PRICE

$59.95

Colorful Cocoa

18 x 27

1.

18x27 WOOL

s1.95

SET

Three Piece

BRASS
PLAQUES

DOOR MATS

iATTRESS & BOX SPRING
$7500

LAMPS REDUCED

THROW RUG
TOSS PILLOWS

Reg. $3.2-,

PIN-UP LAMP

BED ROOM SUITE
Double Dresser
Chest
Bookcase Bed

s5995

Reg. $99.95

CARPET REMNANTS-SAVE up to 75%
Regular
'zize

Price

Price

9:12 Peige
8'9":15'4" Maize

$155.40

$ 89.95

145.07

89.95

10'4"x15'2" Rose
3'x12'11" Grey
12'xcrft" Rov,

189.50

128.40

141.47

94.32

178 28

99.95

4"2"..17'e" Charcoal Teed 131.25
12'x12',V• N.ttr4r
141 (12
12'00'9" rreige
154.50
12'x15' Gold
170.00
12'••12'e" Cre•ri & Ftr,
,wn
225.05

S

Sale

2 FOR 1 SALE

Throw Rugs
18x27' .
27x3627x54-

'1.00
52.95
'4.95

79.95

RIG SELECTION

179.95

BOTH
FOR

99.95
79.95
135.00

12'2"x14' Maple Sugor
172"x14'9" Maple Sugar
12'1"xl'W' Turquo".e

158.70
246.05

89.95
149.10

152.10

99.95

S'x15' Gold
11'9"x15' C4-ledoss
1 5'‘11'2" Prown & Beige
15'x17'11" Gold
•
12'x8'3" Eandeiwocd
12'1011'10" Nutria
1010"x9'7" Grey

251 65
329.50

69.95

SIZES IN STOCK

149.95

Perfect for throw rugs,

187.70
506.13

99 95
199.95

stairways, hallways,

154.85
181.40

79 95
139.95

152 88

99.95

MANY SMALLER

A
CAR LOAD
TO SELL

• Steel Innerspring Construction

small rcoms!

SEE US FOR ALL Y0'...7) CARPET NEEDS!
Those Heavenly Carpets by Lees

SOLID CHERRY
DOUBLE DRESSER
With P at

SOLID MAPLE

BOTH

DOUBLE DRESSER

Glass Mirror

With !rate Glass

CHEST

FOR

MIRROR
CHEST

Your Cho.ct- of 3 Different

BEDS

504 COILS

Your Choice of

ALL
3 PIECES

$229

LUXURY COMFORT

ALL
3 PIECES

SMOOTH TOP - NO BUTTONS

SAMSON ITE

We will be glad to give you the complete
contents and specifications of this fine
quality Jamison set. Shop and compare.

5-pc. BRIDGE SETS

2 PIECE

$99,

TABLE and 4 FOLDING CHAIRS
CLOSE
OUT

$2495

BOTH
FOR

Values to '189.50

Hide Bed Type Sofa
FOAM RUBBER CUSHIONS

per'
Ir.os

• AC A. Ticking
• Cloth Handlin

he

n1
'•e

ill

nd
ei
Or.
Ft
elite
heal
wUt

pei
on (
TCI

atio
ble

2-PIECE SUITES!
YOUR CHOICE

• Cotton Padding
• 4 Sanitary Air vents

Th

BEDS

Living Room Suites
14 DIFFERENT

With Flinialator

5-PC. CHROME

DINETTE SUITES

hat
ori
uss
o 7
his
0 c

Be
sovi
cent
Sovi
abot
Xre
the
175

Complete With
INNERSPRING MATTRESS

$3995

elou
day

Regular '59.95 Value

cres
er,
day

Regular '219.50

.4
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East Main Street
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